
 

EFOS / JITS SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS 
 
We are pleased to inform you of the following JITS updates and 
releases, all of which will be available on Monday 2nd January 2023. 
 
EFOS PC Desktop Application Release  
EFOS-UK, in close cooperation with JIG, is proud to launch the PC desktop 
version of the JITS inspection tracking module. The PC desktop version of the 
JITS platform works similarly to the tablet version of the platform. The Desktop 
version, which is installed on PCs, allows Inspectors to fetch their inspections 
from the web environment, to the desktop application, and fill in the 
respective inspection reports either in online or offline mode. The PC Desktop 
app has full functionality whilst connected to the internet (i.e. the Inspector 
can proceed to compilation and sign-off of an inspection report) and is limited 
to report compilation only mode when the PC is not connected to the internet. 
 
In order to install the PC desktop app, Inspectors will be able to download it 
from the 'Help' menu of the web app. The app's manual will also be available 
under the 'Help' menu. Even though the app is self-explanatory, we strongly 
recommend going through the manual before first use. 
 
Please note that depending on individual PC security settings, the user might 
receive some download and/or installation warnings. Please contact your IT 
administrator if you have difficulty downloading/installing the application. 
 
Upon completion of the installation please follow the steps below: 
 

1. Locate the app on your desktop or 'Microsoft Start' area and open it. 
Login using your JITS credentials. 

2. Click on Refresh to fetch any inspection with status “In Progress”. 
3. Click on Create Checklist for an inspection you want to start working 

on. Through this function, the PC desktop app communicates with the 
web platform to fetch critical data for the inspection, such as the 
location’s exact setup profile, the location’s previous inspection report 
(if any), the current status of previous inspections' recommendations 
(if any) etc. This is a one-time event and once a checklist is created in 
the desktop app, it is always accessible until Sign-off of the report. 

4. At this stage you can continue with an internet connection or not 
(online/offline mode). 

5. You can then start compiling the inspection report. 
 
Please note that users who intend to use the PC desktop app offline, should 
not logout from the app, since they will not be able to login again while offline. 
We recommend to simply close the app by clicking on 'X'.  
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Various changes when compiling an inspection report 
• Inactivation of Cause Severity when giving a Recommendation. 

Currently in JITS, when giving a recommendation, Inspectors are 
requested to provide the cause which they consider led to this particular 
recommendation, as well as the severity of this Cause (High-Medium-
Low). The Cause Severity will be inactivated until the Operations 
Committee defines further what each level means. A new Cause Severity 
option 'None' will be included, and this will be selected by default.   

 
• Introduction of a check to prohibit giving a Good assessment where a High 

Priority recommendation has been given.  
The web, tablet and desktop applications will be updated so that when 
submitting an inspection report that carries at least one High Priority 
recommendation, and the Inspector has given a Good assessment, the 
system will not allow the submission of the report, prompting the 
Inspector to change the assessment to Satisfactory or Less than 
Satisfactory.  
 

• Allow Inspectors using the tablet application to progress a 
recommendation without filling in the cause.  
This is helpful in the field to progress the checklist ‘live’, as instead of 
requiring a cause for the inspection to be identified and completed 
immediately, this action can be completed later. Note that this function 
still requires the Inspector to fill in the cause before submission of the final 
report. The tablet application (iPad and Android) will be updated 
accordingly to allow saving a recommendation without providing its cause. 
A new mechanism, to remind Inspectors which recommendations do not 
have an associated cause prior to submission of the inspection report, has 
also been developed, as this option is mandatory. In particular, the 
sections, subsections and questions that carry recommendations with no 
cause will be highlighted to remind Inspectors where they need to add 
one.  

• Switch filtration data to mandatory.  
The existing optional questions on the types and numbers of filters (fixed 
or on fuelling equipment) located in Section A5 of the inspection report, 
will be switched to mandatory. Therefore, Inspectors should complete at 
least one checkbox and provide a number in order to be able to sign off 
the inspection report. 

 
 
If you have any questions relating to these new developments, or to the JITS 
system generally, please contact JITS@jig.org. 


